
Melbourne Deck and Floor Restoration: Best Timber Floor Sanding 

Services in Melbourne 

 

Melbourne Deck and Floor Restoration come extremely recommended with years of experience 

working closely with clients and interior designers to achieve their own exceptionally visualized finish. 

Offering customers the very best Timber Floor Polishing Melbourne service. We deal with domestic plus 

commercial clients from your local home to schools, offices, restaurants and pubs. We are a well-

established company and believe that the victory and continued growth are attributed to the pride, 

professionalism and hard work of our technicians. 

Our mission 

•         Our task is to offer our customers Quality at Affordable Rates 

•         Our job is to be the number-one choice for wood floor Refinishing services in Melbourne 
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•         Our mission is to see the smiles on our customer's faces when they see the concluding product, 

once we complete our job 

If your timber floor is looking a bit worse for wear then it's time to call the Timber Floor Sanding 

Melbourne experts at Melbourne Deck and Floor Restoration. We can advise on a variety of options to 

help restore your flooring to its previous glory. We offer a complete scope of Timber Floor Sanding 

Melbourne ranging from filling at patching to wide-ranging replacement of wooden planks 

Restore your floor to a new 

The squad from Melbourne Deck and Floor Restoration can come to you throughout Melbourne 

providing a cost-effective solution for timber floor sanding. From vintage to contemporary homes we 

can suit the look and feel of your existing decor. Re-sanding existing timber floors not only restores their 

natural look as well as feel but can greatly recover the durability of your floorboards. Our 

knowledgeable squad places an inordinate emphasis on attention to detail and our quality sanding 

machinery will deliver prodigious results every time. 

  

Brand new timber floors 

Installing a new hardwood floor is a large investment especially because timber floors tend to last the 

lifetime of the house. Different hardwood floors suit different styles of house as well as different 

timbers require different levels of sanding. One of the most common mistakes is applying the incorrect 

sanding method to the wrong timber, which consequences in an uneven grain. We have over years of 

experience in Timber Floor Sanding Melbourne and know how to deliver an expert job every time. 

Floor sanding is a vital step in transforming your wooden floors. It involves removing the top layer of the 

floor's surface to reveal a fresh as well as even base. 

This process helps to eradicate any imperfections, scratches, or stains on the surface of the timber. Not 

only does floor sanding improve the appearance of your floors, but it also extends their lifespan. One of 

the main benefits of Floor Sanding Melbourne is that it allows you to reestablish the natural beauty of 

your wooden floors. Over time, timber floor surfaces will wear out due to foot traffic, spills, and 
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exposure to sunlight. Floor sanding as polishing service removes the damaged top layer and reveals the 

fresh, smooth, as well as natural color of the timber underneath. This can promptly transform the look 

and feel of your entire floor. 

 


